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We have prepared the following information to comply with legal requirements. 

 

To learn about how we collect, store, use, and secure your personal data, please refer to our 

Privacy Policy and Cookies Policy 

 

If you have any questions, please contact us at support@redmine-kanban.com. 

 

Terms 

By accessing our Website, you agree to adhere to these Terms and Conditions of Use. The 

materials contained within our Website are protected by applicable copyright and trademark 

laws. 

 

Use of the license 

RK Team grants you a non-exclusive, limited license to use the products you acquire 

through our Websites in accordance with these Terms and Conditions and "the Licensing" 

regulations (stated below). 

 

By downloading our free software materials, such as a "Light" version of Redmine kanban 

plugins or any other explicitly mentioned as such, you agree to subscribe to our newsletter. 

You will periodically receive information from the Redmine kanban blog, updates about our 

themes, services, products, and occasional offers for additional products. 

 

RK Team grants you permission to temporarily download one copy of the informational 

materials from our Websites for personal, non-commercial transitory viewing or use only. 

This is the grant of a license, not a transfer of title, and under this license you may not: 

modify or copy the materials; use the materials for any commercial purpose, or for any public 

display (commercial or non-commercial); attempt to decompile or reverse engineer any 

software contained on RK Team's Website; remove any copyright or other proprietary 

notations from the materials; or transfer it to another person or "mirror" them on another 

server. This license shall automatically terminate if you violate any of these restrictions and 

may be terminated by RK Team at any time. Upon the termination of this license, you must 

destroy any downloaded materials in your possession whether in electronic or printed 

format. 
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Disclaimer and Limitations 

Our products are provided "as is" without any warranties, either expressed or implied. RK 

Team shall not be liable for any damages, including but not limited to direct, indirect, special, 

incidental, or consequential damages (including, without limitation, damages for loss of data 

or profit, or due to business interruption) arising out of the use or inability to use the products 

or materials on Redmine kanban Websites or the Cloud, even if foreseeable or if the client 

has advised of such a claim, regardless of the form of action, whether in contract, oral, tort 

(including negligence) or otherwise. 


